(57) A first application running on a portable computer (10) is accessible even when a cover of the portable computer (10) is closed. This is done by providing a spontaneous use display (39) on the cover of the portable computer (10). The spontaneous use display (39) is visible to a user even when the portable computer (10) is closed. A first subset of pixels (21) within the primary display (20) for the portable computer (10) is mapped to the spontaneous use display (39). For example, the first subset of pixels (21) within the primary display (20) are located in a first rectangular region of the primary display (20).

FIGURE 2
Description

Background

The present invention concerns computing devices and pertains particularly to a spontaneous use display for a computing system such as a portable computer.

Users of portable computers (such as notebook computers or laptop computers) seldom rely exclusively on their personal computer for all of their personal information management (PIM). PIM generally includes appointments, to-do lists, telephone books. The low usage rate of portable computers for PIM is variously caused.

One reason some users do not use portable computers for PIM is that personal computers are too awkward to use everywhere for simple spontaneous tasks, such as glancing at the day's schedule or looking up a phone number. The display and keyboard are hidden when the computer is being carried. Users do not want to wait for the personal computer to boot up. There have been attempts to make portable computers less awkward for spontaneous tasks. For example, some vendors have implemented "instant on" of portable computers. This is done, for example, using a "sleep" or "hibernation" mode. However, often when in "sleep" or "hibernation" mode, the portable computer uses battery power at a high rate, which can make it unacceptable to leave the portable computer in such a mode for long periods of time.

Some of the above described weaknesses of portable computers have been addressed by the development of personal digital assistants (PDAs) or personal organizers. PDAs and personal organizers are relatively small and are generally designed to provide some ability to capture casual information. However, because they do not have a full-sized keyboard or display, they are not significantly limited for input/output of significant amounts of information. Additionally, PDAs and personal organizers have generally been poorly integrated with personal computers and desktop computers in such a way that information may be simply and naturally shared.

Summary of the Invention

In accordance with the preferred embodiment of the present invention, a first set of function keys are visible when the portable computer is open and are available to the user when the user uses the primary display. In addition, a second set of function keys are available to the user when the user uses the spontaneous use display. The second set of function keys are mapped to the same functionality as the first set of function keys.

When the primary display is active and the portable computer is open, a window of the first application is displayed by the primary display. When the portable computer is closed and the spontaneous use display is active, the window of the first application is displayed in the spontaneous use display. The first application is, for example, an alarm application, an appointment calendar application or a phone book application, a spooler application and/or shows current status of the portable computer.

The present invention allows a user to quickly access limited functions and information of a portable computer without opening the cover or using the mouse or keyboard.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 shows a portable computer which includes a keyboard, a display and function keys.

Figure 2 shows a spontaneous use display placed on the cover of the portable computer shown in Figure 1 in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show examples of the operation application programs which utilize the spontaneous use display shown in Figure 2, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 8 is a block diagram which describes physical implementation of the spontaneous use display shown in Figure 2, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 9 is a block diagram which describes physical implementation of the spontaneous use function keys used with the spontaneous use display shown in Figure 2, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Description of the Preferred Embodiment

Figure 1 shows a portable computer 10 which is, for example, a laptop computer or a notebook computer. Portable computer 10 includes a keyboard 19 and a display 20. Portable computer 10 also includes function keys 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. Function keys 11 through 18 are variously used for input to application programs which run on portable computer 10. Display 20 is, for example a liquid crystal display (LCD). When portable computer 10 is in the open position, as shown...
in Figure 1, display 20, keyboard 19 and function keys 11 through 18 are available for use by a user.

Portable computer 10 also is providing computing functionality to a user even when the cover is closed. Particularly, pixels within a section 21 of display 20 are mapped to a spontaneous use display, on the cover of portable computer 10 as further described below.

Specifically, Figure 2 shows portable computer 10 in the closed position. On the cover of portable computer 10 is a spontaneous use display 39. In Figure 2, the orientation of display 39 is upside down. Spontaneous use display 39 is, for example a liquid crystal display (LCD). Pixels within section 21 of display 20 (shown in Figure 1) are mapped to spontaneous use display 39, so that when portable computer 10 is in the closed position, the user can still interact with an application program run by portable computer 10. In addition, spontaneous use function keys 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37 and 38 are active when spontaneous use display 39 is active.

When a user of portable computer 10 desires to utilize a particular application program on spontaneous use display 39, the user locates the active window of the application program at section 21 of display 20 (shown in Figure 1). The user then puts portable computer 10 into an inactive mode and closes the cover. Pressing any of spontaneous use function keys 31 through 38 activates spontaneous use display 39.

Figures 3 through 7 illustrate various applications which may be used with spontaneous use display 39. In Figures 3 through 7, the orientation of display 39 is right side up. Figure 3, for example, shows a window for a clock/alarm/stopwatch application shown on spontaneous use display 39. Figure 4 shows a window for an appointment calendar application shown on spontaneous use display 39. Figure 5 shows a window for a phone book application shown on spontaneous use display 39. Figure 6 shows on spontaneous use display 39 a window for an application which reports current status of portable computer 10. Figure 7 shows spontaneous use display 39 a window for a CD player application.

Additional applications which may utilize spontaneous use display include a one-way or two-way pager, a video recorder control, an audio recorder control, a (print, fax, e-mail and/or voice mail) spooler, and so on.

Figure 8 is a simplified block diagram of portable computer 10 which shows how pixels within section 21 of display 20 are mapped to spontaneous use display 39. Portable computer 10 includes a central processing unit (CPU) 81 and a main memory 82, connected to system bus 80, as shown. For example, CPU 81 is a Pentium processor, a P-6 processor, or some other processor. Information on the Pentium processor, the P-6 processor and their respective host busses are available from Intel Corporation, having a business address of 2200 Mission College Boulevard, Santa Clara, California 95050.

As shown in Figure 8, display 20 is controlled by a video controller 83 connected to system bus 80. Spontaneous use display 39 is controlled by an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) 84. ASIC 84 coordinates with video control 83 so that pixels within section 21 of display 20 are mapped to spontaneous use display 39. ASIC 84 allows the location of section 21 on display 20 to change in response to software.

Figure 9 is a simplified block diagram of portable computer 10 which shows how spontaneous use function keys 31 through 36 are respectively mapped to the functionality of function keys 11 through 18 when spontaneous use display 39 is active. Figure 9 shows CPU 81 and main memory 82, connected to system bus 80, as shown. For simplicity of explanation, display 20, video controller 83, spontaneous use display 39 and ASIC 84 are not shown in Figure 9.

As shown in Figure 9, a keyboard controller 92 is connected to system bus 80 through an input/output (I/O) controller 91. Keyboard controller 92 receives input from keyboard 19, function keys 93 and spontaneous use function keys 94. Function keys 93 consist of function keys 11 through 18 and spontaneous use function keys 94 consist of spontaneous use function keys 31 through 36. Keyboard controller 92 respectively maps spontaneous use function keys 31 through 38 to function keys 11 through 18.

The foregoing discussion discloses and describes merely exemplary methods and embodiments of the present invention. As will be understood by those familiar with the art, the invention may be embodied in other specific forms without departing from the spirit or essential characteristics thereof. Accordingly, the disclosure of the present invention is intended to be illustrative, but not limiting, of the scope of the invention, which is set forth in the following claims.

Claims

1. A method for providing access to a first application running on a portable computer (10) when a cover of the portable computer (10) is in a closed position, comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a spontaneous use display (39) on a cover of the portable computer (10), the spontaneous use display (39) being visible to a user when the portable computer (10) is in the closed position; and,

(b) mapping to the spontaneous use display (39), a first subset of pixels (21) within a primary display (20), the primary display (20) being visible to a user when the portable computer (10) is in an open position.

2. A method as in claim 1 additionally comprising the
following steps:

(c) providing a first set of function keys (11-18) which are visible when the portable computer (10) is in an open position and which are available to the user when the user uses the primary display (20);
(d) providing a second set of function keys (31-38) placed on the cover of the portable computer (10), the second set of function keys (31-38) being available to the user when the user uses the spontaneous use display (39); and,
(e) mapping the second set of function keys (31-38) to a same functionality as the first set of function keys (11-18).

3. A method as in claim 1 wherein in step (b) the first subset of pixels (21) within the primary display (20) are located in a first rectangular region of the primary display (20).

4. A method as in claim 1 wherein step (b) includes the following substep:

(b.1) displaying in the primary display (20) a window of the first application when the primary display (20) is active and the portable computer (10) is in an open position; and
(b.2) displaying in the spontaneous use display (39) the window of the first application when the portable computer (10) is in the closed position and the spontaneous use display (39) is active.

5. A method as in claim 1 wherein the first application is an alarm application, an appointment calendar application, a phone book application, shows current status of the portable computer (10), or is a spooler application.

6. A portable computer (10) comprising:

a primary display (20); and
a second display (39) placed on a cover of the portable computer (10), the second display (39) being visible to a user when the portable computer (10) is in a closed position;
wherein the first subset of pixels (21) within the primary display (20) are mapped to the second display (39).

7. A portable computer (10) as in claim 6 additionally comprising:

a first set of function keys (11-18) which are visible when the portable computer (10) is in an open position and which are available to the user when the user uses the primary display (20); and

8. A portable computer (10) as in claim 6 wherein the first subset of pixels (21) within the primary display (20) are located in a first rectangular region of the primary display (20).

9. A portable computer (10) as in claim 8 wherein when the portable computer (10) is in the closed position and the second display (39) is active, a window of a first application, which is displayed in the first rectangular region when the primary display (20) is active and the portable computer (10) is in an open position, is displayed in the second display (39).

10. A portable computer (10) as in claim 13 wherein the first application is an alarm application an appointment calendar application, a phone book application, shows current status of the portable computer (10), or is a spooler application.
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